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I. Co-operation Back Ground

Huanglong Nature Reserve China and Krka National Park Croatian are both

larnous scenic spots. Both have similar karst landscapes and rich biodiversity

resources. They also face many common pressures and challenges in

Nosvsrem protection and sustainable development. In May 2014, China and

Croatia established the "China-Croatia International Research Center for

Ecological Protection" (China-Croatia Ecological Protection Center), which

L'uilt up important platform for the exchange and cooperation between China

and Croatia in the field of ecological protection and sustainable development.

In order to promote the further cooperation between Huanglong and Krka

national parks in ecological protection, scientific management, marketing



4: and green development, and jointly promote the development of

and Croatian Ecological Protection Centers, Huanglong National

Reserve Administration and the Chengdu Institute of Biology, Chinese

rl' of Sciences, Croatian Krka National Park Authority and the Faculty

icnce, University of Zagreb, agreed to sign the following memorandum

ing on the basis of existing good cooperation:
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IL Cooperation Fields, {Sr

Cooperation partners encourage cooperation and exchange in the following

(but not limited to) areas: 
'

l. Bio-diversity protection, ecological function restoration and conservation,

ecological environment monitoring system, assessment of ecological value

assets, sustainable community development, environmental education and

training, and other related areas of ecological protection.

2. Scientific Management of Scenic Area, Green Development and



Mechanism Innovation.

development strategies and mutual aid for marketing.
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Cmperation Means

t hnnglong and Krka administrations support the Chengdu Institute of

fobsr Chinese Academy of Sciences and Faculty of Science, University of

Eryreb, for their cooperation on technology research and development, model

iregration studies in the areas of ecological protection, scientific management,



rclopment that are of common academic interests to all parties, to

aplication of projects, and conduct collaborative research;

encourage and promote academic exchanges and personnel

ild strengthen cooperation through joint studies, academic visits,

erchanges, academic seminars, technical trainings, culture &

irities, and joint academic publishes; especially encourage young

;faduate students, and Key management personnel to catry out the

and co-operations.

Long and Krka parks conduct tourism promotion for each other,

marketing for each other.

Chengdu Institute of Biology, .Chinese Academy of Sciences

staff training,

international

uith the University of Zagreb in education and

rain graduate sfudents, and recommend and receive

for each other.

parties jointly promote the development of the China-Croatia

imal Joint Research Centre for Ecology Protection.

other cooperative and exchafrge activities that are beneficial to all
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ons of all parties

@perative parties should resar* each other as important partners to
pnomote scientific research co-operations, personnel exchanges, and

ion sharing. fi

partners should work together to improve the ecology protection and
inble development level of Huanglong Nature Reserve and Krka

inal Park, jointly promote the development of Chin a-Croatia Ecological

ion Center, and strengthen two countries' co-operations in ecology

on, tourism development and cultural exchange, strategic cooperation.

CTrinese and Croatian cooperative parties should actively assist each other



go\-ernmental permits and information consultations in

ion and exchanges.

and Krka Management Bureau provide facilities and

nrk of the Chengdu Institute of Biology, Chinese Academy of

fu Faculty of Science, University of Zagteb, within the

Reserve and Krka National Park. The Chengdu Institute of

Academy of Sciences and the Faculty of Science, University

poride technical support for Huanglong and the Krka

parties should share as much as possible information and

ilhnt are gained in the co-operations within a reasonable scope.

of personal injury or death and properly damage caused by

in the cooperation, each party should bear the responsibility

md shall not require the other parties to make compensation in
l i t ,

uith this clause.
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' and termination of the memorandum of understanding



This memorandum takes effect from the date of its signature and is valid

tbr five years. If the parties to the cooperation are satisfied with the

partnership within the period, this memorandum may be renewed for another

terrn with the written consent of the parties.

If any of the pafiy wishes to terminate the cooperation, it may notiff other

Fartners in written form at least thirty days prior to the intended termination

date.
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\1. fther terms

Expenses: Except as expressly agreed by the parties in written form,

the expenses incurred for the cooperation in carrying out the contents of

rtris memorandum of understanding shall be borne by the parties

tremselves. Each pafty shall make il,clear that this memorandum does not

ot'ligate either party to seek spend, or reimburse expenses.

Use of name: As long as the prior written consent of the other parties

obuined, all parties to the cooperation may conduct press releases or

forms of disclosure that are not intended for commercial

bilitv on the basis of the memorandum or on the basis of the

tion. Unless previously agreed in writing by other parties, no

ma)' use or register name, trademark or badge of any other parties



(or its affiliated school, department or unit) unless the partner is required

to describe the name of the other pafi in this Memorandum in its usual

activity reports.

Elimination of Discrimination: Any discriminatory action in

connection with this memorandum of cooperation may be the basis for

the termination of this memorandum by any party, including race, color,

gender or gender identiry sexual orientation, nationality or ethnicity,

religion, dge, health or disabiliry political beliefs, military service status,

etc.

Laws and regulations: All parties involved in this memorandum must

comply with all existing relevant laws, regulations, ethics, codes of

conduct, principles, guidelines, etc. when conducting research activities

related to this memorandum. If necessary they must obtain permission

from relevant government agencies.In the implementation of this

memorandum, the parties to th1_, cooperation shall comply with all

existing laws in China and Croatia, but this does not constitute a

limitation on the aforementioned tenfs. The parties to the cooperation

shall in particular comply with the anti-comrption and anti-bribery laws

and all applicable anti-comrption laws.

Complete Agreement; Agreement Modification and Assignment of

Tasks: This memorandum constitutes a complete agreement of the parties

to the cooperation agreement and cannot be modified without the written

consent of all parties. Mthout the prior written consent of the parties to



the cooperation, neith er party may assign or sub-contract all or part of its

rights and obligations as set forth in the memorandum.

This memorandum is in quadruplicate. Each party holds one and has

the same legal effect.
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